
 This is Taisuke Nishimura, Chief of Financial Planning Unit.
 Thank you for joining our conference call today. 
 Today, I will make a general overview of our financial results, followed by a question and 

answer session.
 Please turn to page 2.





 Here are today's three key highlights.
 First, I will review consolidated results. Profits declined from the same period of the previous fiscal 

year, mainly due to the spread of COVID-19 infection in the domestic market and the impact of 
rising overseas interest rates.

 At Dai-ichi Life, the negative factors, such as the payment of hospitalization benefits and other 
benefits related to COVID-19 and an increase in hedging costs for foreign bonds with foreign 
exchange hedges were largely offset by a decrease in expenses of new reinsurance transaction and 
an improvement in capital gains(losses). On the other hand, the group adjusted profit decreased 
due to a significant deterioration in non-operating income and loss of Protective Life and an 
increase in the regular policy reserves for foreign currency denominated products at Dai-ichi
Frontier Life.

 The progress rate of group adjusted profit was 65%. The reason for it is that there were relatively 
large payments related to the COVID-19 at Dai-ichi Life in the 3Q(Oct-Dec). For the Group as a 
whole, we believe that we are broadly in line with our expectation.

 Next, I will explain the performance of new business. The sales results of Dai-ichi Life and Neo 
First Life remained sluggish, continuing from the 2Q. Sales of Dai-ichi Frontier Life remained strong. 
ANP for the entire domestic market increased from the same period of the previous fiscal year. In 
overseas, sales were strong mainly at Dai-ichi Life Vietnam.

 VNB is only disclosed for domestic business in approximate figure. Overall domestic progress rate 
was only 51%, mainly due to continued sluggish Dai-ichi Life's sales of its own products.

 Group EEV were almost unchanged from the previous fiscal year-end, as the positive effects of 
rising domestic interest rates and the yen depreciation were offset by the negative impacts of a 
significant rise in overseas interest rates and falling equity markets. The economic solvency 
ratio(ESR) has also remained largely unchanged since the end of the previous year.

 Finally, I will explain the acquisitions that were announced in the current fiscal year. We completed 
an acquisition of Partners Life in New Zealand at the end of November. For accounting purposes, 
we have made it a consolidated subsidiary from the end of the 3Q. In addition, we acquired 
99.23% of the pet insurance company ipet Holdings through TOB, and currently in the process of 
making it a wholly owned subsidiary. Both companies’ profits are expected to be incorporated on a 
consolidated basis from the 4Q and full-year profit contribution is expected from the next fiscal 
year.

 Please refer to the following page. 



 I will explain about the profit aspect.
 Dai-ichi Life's fundamental profit decreased mainly due to an increase in hospitalization 

benefits related to COVID-19 and hedging costs, but this was largely offset by an 
improvement in capital gains(losses) and extraordinary gains(losses). Capital gains(losses) 
primarily resulting from derivative transaction gains(losses) on positions in response to 
rising domestic interest rates, improved significantly.

 At Dai-ichi Frontier Life, factors such as an increase in the burden of accumulating regular 
policy reserves for foreign currency denominated products due to the strong performance 
of sales had an impact. Accumulation of foreign currency regular policy reserves occurs 
when the interest rate granted on new contracts is higher than the standard interest rate. 
In a phase of rapidly rising interest rates, the interest rate granted exceeds the standard 
interest rate, and an additional burden for accumulating reserves incurs. This is an 
acceleration of accumulation and has no impact on earnings through the term of the 
contract.

 At Protective Life in the United States, the occurrence of insurance claims related to the 
COVID-19 was lower than initially expected, and operating income improved significantly. 
On the other hand, in non-operating income and expenses, valuation losses due to a rise 
in interest rates and a decline in the stock market had a significant impact.

 TAL in Australia increased their profit due to improved underlying profit and a recovery 
from a loss on changes in the fair value of assets and liabilities recorded in the previous 
comparable period caused by the flattening of interest rate curve in Australia. 

 Finally, consolidated net income decreased YoY primarily due to a substantial reactionary 
fall in MVA-related gains(losses) at Dai-ichi Frontier Life.

 Please refer to the following page.



 This page explains the results of new business.
 Domestic new business increased significantly YoY, driven by Dai-ichi Frontier Life, which 

increased the attractiveness of foreign currency-denominated products due to rising 
overseas interest rates. Sales at Dai-ichi Life and Neo First Life remained sluggish 
following the 2Q.

 At Dai-ichi Life, sales volume in the entire Dai-ichi Life channel, including products of Dai-
ichi Frontier Life and Neo First Life, increased YoY, but sales of its own products 
remained low. As a background to this, in terms of the number of policy Dai-ichi Life 
channel sold, the number of Dai-ichi Frontier Life products increased approximately 3 
times from the same period of the previous fiscal year, and accounting for approximately 
20% of the total number of sales. Another factor is that it has been still taking time to 
generate results from the drastic sales reforms that we have undertaken to date.

 The integrated reform of consulting process and product lineup, which started in July, is 
gradually showing increasing premium income per case due to continuous education and 
other factors. In addition, new recruitment of sales reps is showing signs of improvement 
in the number of recruitment in the quarterly cycle, while maintaining the quality of 
human resources.

 We will continue our efforts to disseminate new consulting methods and expand 
recruitment of sales reps. Looking ahead to the next fiscal year, we are considering 
improvements in sales reps channel in light of input from the frontline, such as by further 
clarifying the sense of the level at which individual sales reps should aspire and 
reinforcing the follow-up process to achieve the goal which each sales branch/office set 
with bottom up style.

 In overseas, Dai-ichi Life Vietnam significantly increased its sales volume in the bank 
channel. For overseas as a whole, net sales increased YoY, even if the impact of 
exchange rates are excluded.

 Please refer to the following page.



 This page is about economic value indicators.
 VNB for the total of 3 domestic companies was approximately ¥39 billion, representing a 

progress rate of approximately 51% over the full-year forecast.
 As shown in the performance of new business on the previous page, Dai-ichi Frontier Life, 

whose sales volume grew significantly, saw an increase in the VNB. On the other hand, 
the sales results for Dai-ichi Life and Neo First Life were sluggish.

 In particular, the progress rate for Dai-ichi Life is only about 30%. During the fiscal year, 
while some simplified treatment was applied in terms of measurement assumptions, the 
burden of operating-related expenses has become relatively large in the situation where 
sales of its own products is weak.

 With regard to EEV, the positive effects of a rise in domestic interest rates were offset by 
negative effects such as a rise in overseas interest rates and falling in equity markets. As 
a result, Dai-ichi Life's EEV declined slightly. On the other hand, Group EEV remained 
largely stable from the end of the previous fiscal year, mainly due to the positive impact 
of exchange rates at overseas subsidiaries.

 The Economic Solvency Ratio(ESR) was almost flat, at approx. 227%, while the 
economic capital decreased due to the decrease of subordinated debt issued by Dai-ichi
Life, etc.

 Please refer to the following page.



 This page explains progress toward the forecast for current fiscal year.
 There is no change from the full-year forecast revised in the 2Q. The overall progress 

rate of group adjusted profit is broadly in line with our expectations.
 The group VNB maybe below the revised-forecast at this point, mainly due to the lower 

than expected sales at Dai-ichi Life of its own products.
 Please refer to the following page.



 Here is the status of payments for hospitalization related to the COVID-19, etc.
 On September 26 of last year, we changed the scope of benefit payment for "deemed 

hospitalization“ for COVID-19 infections. Since then, amount of payments for the new 
infections have been decreasing compared to before the change.

 However, from October onward in Q3, hospitalization benefit payments to customers 
infected between July and September, prior to the change in payment coverage, 
increased more than expected. In addition, the number of new infections increased 
significantly again between November and December. As a result, the actual payment 
amount exceeded the full-year forecast of approximately ¥90 billion which was expected 
as of the 2Q, and we currently expect it to be approximately ¥105 billion.

 Please refer to the following page.



 Finally, this is about Dai-ichi Life's foreign currency hedged bond investment.
 Dai-ichi Life continues to reduce its foreign currency hedged bonds in terms of risk and 

return. As of the end of December, the balance of foreign currency hedged bond was 
below 3 trillion yen. As overseas short-term interest rates continue to rise, we intend to 
continue to reduce the exposure of foreign currency hedged bond further.

 As a result, expected full-year hedging costs for foreign currency hedged bonds at Dai-
ichi Life remain unchanged from the forecast of approximately ¥90 billion as of the end 
of the 2Q thanks to progress in reducing the exposure.

 This is the end of my presentation.












































































